Asterix and the Secret Weapon
GO AWAY! GIRLTH CAN'T PLAY!

OH, AND JUST WHY CAN'T I PLAY?

EVER THEEN A GIRLIE FIGHTING THAETMAR'S LEGIONTH?

ANYWAY, GIRLS CRY ALL THE TIME!

WHAT'S THE IDEA, UPSETTING LITTLE GIRLS?

OH YETH, I THUPPOTHE IT'TH ALL MY FAULT?

NO THEY DON'T! BOOHOO!

MUMYYYY!

LIKE FATHER, LIKE SON! YOUR DAD UPSETS THE WHOLE VILLAGE WITH HIS ROTTEN FISH!

LOOK HERE, MISSUS! IF I WAS YOUR HUSBAND I'D...

YOU'D WHAT?

TCHAAC!

BANG!

OH, ALL RIGHT, YOU CAN COME AND PLAY WIV UTH!

NO! IT'S TOO LATE NOW!

I ATHK YOU! LITTLE GIRLTH ARE PETHTH!

PAF!

PING!

JONG! PONG! DONG!
COME ALONG, CHILDREN! BREAK'S OVER?

WE'VE DECIDED TO REMOVE OUR CHILDREN FROM THIS SCHOOL! IT HAS A POOR REPUTATION!

WHAT'S MORE, WE'VE APPOINTED A NEW TEACHER FROM LUTETIA! SHE'S GOING TO SEE TO THEIR EDUCATION!

SPECIALY THEIR MUSICAL EDUCATION!

ALLOW ME TO REMIND YOU THAT ONLY DRUIDS AND BARDS ARE QUALIFIED TO TEACH SCHOOL CHILDREN!

OH, SO A WOMAN CAN'T BE A BARD?

NO, MA'AM! SHE'S BARRED FROM BEING A BARD!!!

THAT'S JUST TOO BARD! TAKE THAT!

KEEP YOUR HANDS TO YOURSELF, MA'AM!

PAFF!

NOT ONLY DO THEY THUMP ME AT THE DROP OF A LYRE, THEY'RE BRINGING IN A FOREIGN FEMALE TO REPLACE ME! WELL, THAT'S IT! I'M LEAVING THE VILLAGE!

POOR OLD CACOFONIX! HE REALLY SEEMS TO MEAN IT! I'D BETTER GO AND TELL CHIEF VITAL STATISTIX!

IT'S NO SKIN OFF MY NOSE! NO WOMAN COULD EVER REPLACE ME! CARVING MENHIRS IS FAR TOO DELICATE A JOB!
Chief Vitalstatistix: Cacofonix is planning to leave us over a woman bard!

You mean he's in love?

No, but he's all upset to think he's being replaced by a woman from outside the village!

Oh, I have every faith in us. We'll see this woman bard off in double-quick time!

Meanwhile we must persuade Cacofonix to stay. He's excellent company when he doesn't sing!

The whole village asks you not to leave, Cacofonix!

Farewell, you ungrateful lot! Qualis artifex, perei.*

*What an artist perishes with me (Latin saying wrongly attributed to Nero)

Look... just to show how fond we are of you, we're even willing to let you sing!

Oh no, you won't get me to sing! Oh no, you won't get me to sing!!!

Where are you going, Cacofonix?

I am retiring to my little hide-a-lair in the heart of the forest to meditate on man's ingratitude!

It's sad to see our bard leave the village!

Yes, though it's not always the best who are taken!

Is this the village of loonies?
LOOKS LIKE IT’S NOT ALWAYS THE BEST WHO REPLACE THEM, EITHER!

PFFFTTT!

SOSHH!

MADAM, I AM THE CHIEFTAIN OF THIS VILLAGE! KINDLY MODERATE YOUR LANGUAGE!

SORRY, BUT THAT’S HOW THEY’VE BEEN DESCRIBING YOUR OPPIDUM IN EVERY MANSIO* WHERE I ASKED THE WAY SINCE LUTETIA!

PFFFTTTHEEE! HEEEEEEE!

SO YOU’RE THE WHAT DO WE CALL YOU? BARDESS? BARDETTE?

SHUT UP, OBELIX!

JUST BARD! MY NAME IS BRAVURA, AND TELL YOUR HYSTERICAL FRIEND TO STOP THAT SILLY SIBLING OR I SHALL LOSE MY TEMPER!

* Kind of motel on the Roman roads.

HOOOOHAHAHA!

ER... PLEASE FORGIVE MY FRIEND! HE’S NEVER SEEN A WOMAN WEARING THE BRECHES BEFORE!

YOU IGNORANT RUSTICS! ORIENTAL JEANS; LEVIS AND LEGGINGS LIKE THESE ARE ALL THE RAGE IN LUTETIA!

IT ISN’T THAT... TEEHEEHEE! EVERYONE KNOWS IT’S VERTICAL STRIPES THAT ARE SLIMMING... HO! HO! HO!

IT ISN’T THAT... TEEHEEHEE! EVERYONE KNOWS IT’S VERTICAL STRIPES THAT ARE SLIMMING... HO! HO! HO!

RIGHT, FATSO, LET’S SEE IF YOU’RE AS STRONG ON MATHEMATICS AS AESTHETICS! SAY YOUR III TIMES TABLE!

EASY! ONE TIMES THREE IS ASTERIX, DOGMATIX AND ME, BUT THREE TIMES BOARS MAKES A LOT MORE ON THE TABLE, OF COURSE!

RIGHT. I WANT TO SEE YOU AND YOUR STRIPES IN MY CLASS TOMORROW, GET IT?

BONG! BONG! BONG!

BUT I CAN’T! NOT TOMORROW! I’VE GOT MENHIRS TO DELIVER!

OBELEX, PLEASE! DON’T COMPLICATE MATTERS!

PFFFTTHEEE!
A PARTY IN HONOUR OF THAT BARD! HUMPH! HONESTLY!

OH, I SEE! JUST FOR ONCE WE WELCOME A PERSON OF QUALITY AND EDUCATION TO THE VILLAGE!

I DARE SAY HE'D PREFER THE BORING COMPANY OF THOSE COARSE, UNCULTIVATED BOORS WHO CHOSE HIM AS CHIEF!

LISTEN, 'PEDIMENTA DEAR... AND STOP CALLING ME 'PEDIMENTA! IT'S COMMON AND RIDICULOUS!

WHERE'S YOUR SHIELD OF OFFICE?

ONE OF MY SHIELD-BEARERS HAS LET ME DOWN, TIRED OUT, AND THE OTHER FLATLY REFUSES TO CARRY ME ALONE!

I THINK I NEED A SPARE SHIELD-BEARER!

YOU DO THAT SHIELD IS ALWAYS BREAKING DOWN AT THE CRUCIAL MOMENT!

I DIDN'T THINK THERE COULD BE WOMEN BARDS!

WE ARE ENTERING THE MODERN ERA OF THE ANCIENT WORLD, ASTERIX, WHEN ANYTHING MAY HAPPEN!

SO IT'S ONLY RIGHT FOR A WOMAN TO BE CONSIDERED THE EQUAL OF A MAN, WITH ALL THE ASPIRATIONS AND AMBITIONS HITHERTO DENIED HER!

YOU MEAN THERE COULD BE WOMEN DRUIDS TOO?

OH, COME ON, ASTERIX, BE SERIOUS!

DO TELL US ABOUT GAI LUTETIA, DEAR BRAVURA! I HEAR IT'S BECOMING A GREAT CITY!

YES, IT'S REALLY CAPITAL!

WHAT ARE THE SUMMER FASHIONS THIS YEAR?

DO YOU THINK ORIENTAL DJEANS OR LEGGINGS WOULD FLATTER MY FIGURE?
A SONG! A SONG!

BRAVURA DEAR, DO SING US ONE OF YOUR ODES!
ER... WELL... I'M NOT IN GREAT VOICE THIS EVENING!
I NEVER SAW A BARD SHY ABOUT SINGING BEFORE!

WELL, IF YOU INSIST, I'LL GET THE INSTRUMENT I USE FOR ACCOMPANIMENT!
I THOUGHT AS MUCH!

AAAAAH!

SOON AFTERWARDS...

THE HARP AND THE CARNYXX ARE JUST FOR EARLY MUSIC FANS NOW! ONLY PERCUSSION CAN DRUM MODERN LYRIC POETRY INTO AN AUDIENCE! LISTEN TO THIS!

*BGAULISH TRUMPET

ARMORICA! ARMORICA!
TOUTATIS SHED HIS !
GRACE ON THEE! !

BONG! BONG!

ARMORICA THE BEEAUOOOTIFUL!!

BONG! BONG!

BONG! BONG!

HA! HA! HA!
TEE HEE HEE!

NOW, NOW, GENTLEMEN! LIVE AND LET LIHEEEEEEHEE!

PHILISTINES! RUSTIC BOORS!
TAKE NO NOTICE OF THEM! IT WAS... ER... WELL... IT WAS VERY NICE, YOU KNOW!

I KNOW! WHAT I DON'T KNOW IS HOW YOU CAN PUT UP WITH THESE RETARDED BARBARIANS!
THEY DO LIKE A JOKE, BUT THEY MEAN WELL!

YOU CAN ALL COME AND SEE ME TOMORROW AFTER THE CHILDREN HAVE FINISHED SCHOOL, AND I'LL TELL YOU ABOUT WOMAN'S PLACE IN GAULISH SOCIETY TODAY!
NIGHT BRINGS THE VILLAGE PEACE AND CALM...

BROKEN ONLY BY THE SNIORING OF THE VILLAGE COCKERELS, WHOSE ADENOIDS ARE STILL GIVING HIM TROUBLE.

IN LUTETIA'S FAIR CITY, WHERE GIRLS ARE SO PRETTY...

RRRRRR! ZZZZ!

BOOM!

BOOM!

BOOM!

BOOM!

COCK-A-DODDLE-DOO!

AND YOU CALL THAT A PERSON OF QUALITY AND EDUCATION?!

SO? BARD DON'T CLOCK-WATCH!

I FIRST SET MY EYES...

ON SWEET MOLLIA MALONUS...

THROUGH STREETS BROAD AND NARROW.

MUCH THE SAME AS CACOFONIX, EXCEPT IT ISN'T RAINING!

CRIYING CARDIA AND MYTILI...

...ALIVE-ALIVE-

CRAASH!

SHE WAS REALLY GETTING ME DOWN!

GETTING YOU DOWN?

MALE CHAUVINIST BOAR!

DON'T CRY, DOGMATIX! I'LL ASK GETAFIX TO MAKE THE TREE GROW AGAIN TOMORROW!
NEXT DAY... OUR NEW BARD LOOKS CROCHETY THIS MORNING!

YEAH, SHE FELL FLAT!

GET IN LINE, AND NO TALKING PLEASE!

I'M OFF TO HUNT WILD BOAR!
I'LL LEAVE YOU TO YOUR LESSONS, OBEIX!

ANIMALS ARE FORBIDDEN IN SCHOOL!

BUT DOGMATIX ISN'T TOO OLD A DOG TO LEARN A FEW NEW TRICKS!

I SAID ANIMALS ARE FORBIDDEN IN SCHOOL!

THERE, NOW YOU'VE GONE AND UPSET HIM!

NEVER MIND, DOGMATIX! WAIT FOR ME HERE. I'LL TELL YOU ALL ABOUT IT!

AND WHAT, MAY I ASK, IS THAT?

MY LUNCH-BUNDLE! THAT'S NOT FORBIDDEN, I HOPE?

SOON AFTERWARDS

RIGHT, WE'RE GOING TO SAY OUR TIMES TABLE ALL TOGETHER NOW!

I TIMES V IS V, II TIMES V IS X, III TIMES...

MISS! PLEASE, MISS, OBEIX IS TRYING TO GET AT MY LUNCH-BUNDLE!

I WAS ONLY GOING TO HAVE A TASTE, THAT'S ALL!

RIGHT, YOU WILL CARRY OUT 100 TIMES: I MUST NOT GET AT SOMEONE ELSE'S LUNCH-BUNDLE!
AT THIS VERY MOMENT, IN ROME...

WELL, MANLIUS CLAPHAMOMNIBUS, HOW ARE YOU DOING WITH THAT VERY SPECIAL CENTURY YOU WERE GOING TO RECRUIT?

IT'S READY TO GO, O CAESAR! YOUR NEW SECRET WEAPON MERELY AWARDS YOUR ORDERS TO EMBARK!

I DON'T WANT ANY WITNESSES TO THIS BUSINESS, UNDERSTAND?

NO WITNESSES!

EVERY PRECAUTION SHALL BE TAKEN, O CAESAR, I SWEAR IT!

IF THE EXISTENCE OF YOUR CENTURY BECAME KNOWN, I SHOULD BE VULNERABLE TO MY ENEMIES IN THE SENATE AND THE LAUGHING-STOCK OF ROME! SO WATCH IT, CLAPHAMOMNIBUS!

GULP!

AND thus a roman ship, carrying Caesar's mysterious secret weapon, sets sail in the direction of...

GAUL!

POOR OBELEX! WHAT A PITY HE COULDN'T COME ON THIS HUNT...

...HE'D HAVE HAD SUCH FUN!

A LITTLE LATER, IN THE FORTIFIED CAMP OF AQUARIUM...

BY JUPITER! ANYONE WOULD THINK ALL GAUL HAD BEEN TRAMPING OVER YOU!

IT FEEL LIKE IT, FENTRITION!

WE BUMPED INTO A BOAR...

...AND THAT LITTLE STINKER FROM THE VILLAGE OF INDOMITABLE GAULS!

BEAR UP, BOYS! ROME HAS PROMISED TO SEND OUR RELIEF SOON!

GLORIA VICTIS!
FRIENDS, SISTERS, COUNTRYWOMEN! THROW OFF YOUR CHAINS!

These are my husband's breeches. They just need a few alterations...

TAP! TAP! TAP!

FREE YOURSELVES FROM SLAVERY! SWELL THE RANKS OF THOSE WHO REFUSE TO ACCEPT...

TAP! TAP! TAP! TAP! TAP!

...MASCUINE TYRAN...

HELLO, ARE YOU STILL HERE?

OF COURSE, YOU TOLD ME TO CARVE OUT THAT YOU MUSTN'T SO A BUNDLE ON SOMEONE ELSE'S LUNCH '100 TIMES, DIDN'T YOU?

TAP! TAP! TAP!

ALL RIGHT, YOU CAN GIVE SCHOOL A MISS THIS TIME!

YES, MISS!

YOU'RE JUST IN TIME, OBELEIX! DINNER'S READY! GUESS WHAT - IT'S BOAR!

WHAT'S IN A NAME? THAT WHICH WE CALL A BOAR BY ANY OTHER NAME WOULD SMELL AS SWEET.

BLANK VERSE NOW, EH? SCHOOL MUST AGREE WITH YOU.

SCRUNCH! THAT'S ALL OVER! SHE TOLD ME TO GIVE SCHOOL A MISS... SCRUNCH! SCRUNCH!

SO I GAVE HER TO THE VILLAGE LADIES FOR THEIR EVENING CLASSES! SCRUNCH! SCOP!

EVENING CLASSES? WHAT EVENING CLASSES?

GLUG! GLUG!

NO IDEA, IT WAS SOMETHING ABOUT THROWING UP CHAMPAGNE AND FREEING THE SLAVE TO QELL THE FRANKS OF THOSE WHO PRODUCE EXCEPT! I FORGET WHAT...
I fear Vitalstatistix may be right. I'm afraid this Brayura will sow discord among us!

Now, now. Let's not judge hastily, Asterix!

And from now on you can sell your rotten fish by yourself!

Fishmonger Unhygienix
PAF! OUCH!

Pfft.

Huh! Fancy saying I reminded him of his measles when he was a boy.

Listen, bacteria...

But what am I going to do without my breeches?

The dishes, geriatrix dear! The dishes!

Whew.

Waaaah! Don't want to look like the nasty boys!!!

You're as reactionary as your father!

What did I say just now? Let's go and discuss this with Vitalstatistix!

Bong! Bong! Bong!

No, pedi... impedimenta! Not my shield!

Your shield is my shield!

So this is woman's place in Gaulish society today!

You may be wearing the breeches, but you needn't think you can emulate our proud masculine bearings!
Meanwhile, in the peace and quiet of the Armorican Forest...

I'm Sergeant Peppus' Lonely Hearts Club Band...

CRAAASH!

Barbarian!

...and on the calm surface of the Armorican Sea...

We're sailing in waters frequented by those crazy Gauls, so watch out for their craft!

Roman craft right ahead!

Romans! Goody, Goody! Let's be crafty too and place ourselves under their protection! Ho, ho, ho!

Caesar said no witnesses, so no quarter!!!

CRAAASH!

He said no quarter! He didn't say chop us in half either!

Barbarians!!!

DESINIT IN PISEM MULIER, FORMOSA SUPERNE!

One more Latin tag and I'll drown you!!!
Well, Bravura, do you like it here?

Yes and no!

Oh? What don’t you like?

Well, look at yourself! You’re the first lady of this village, and you sit there doing embroidery instead of taking the destiny of your people in hand!

But... but Vitalstatistix... is it...

Fiddlesticks! Who but you knows what the Gaulish woman really wants? Not that superannuated bore!

What’s that? Supper? Marinated boar?

Huh! I’m off!

Wait a minute, Bravura...

Now I wonder who’s cooked a great big boar for her, dear little Piggywiggy?

I am not your slave!!!

Come indoors! I have something to say to you.

Help! What have I gone and done this time?

So that’s it! From now I shall sit on the village council too. I’m the chief’s wife, right?

Right! And I’m the chief around here!

Oh yes?

Oh yes!

Okay then, I’m leaving the village!!

Looks like impedimenta hit the roof!

And that’s not all she hit!
WHAT ARE YOU DOING, VITALSTATISTIX?
I'M THE VICTIM OF A COUP D'ETAT LED BY THAT D@#$ LUTETIAN WOMAN! I'M GOING INTO POLITICAL EXILE!
WHERE?
IN THE FOREST, WITH CACOFONIX!

QUICK! WE MUST WARN GETAFIX THE DRUID!

LONG LIVE CHIEF IMPEDIMENTA!

HEY! YOU WITH THE WIDE STRIPES! FATSO!
WHAT FATSO? WHAT WIDE STRIPES?

EVERYONE'S TALENTS MUST BE FULLY UTILIZED! IN FUTURE YOU WILL GO HUNTING AND COOK OUR NEW CHIEF'S MEALS!

ASTERIX, I HAVE THIS TERRIBLE URGE TO THUMP SOMEONE!

KEEP CALM, ODELIUS! LET'S GO AND SEE GETAFIX!

VITALSTATISTIX IS LEAVING TOO. THIS BRAVURA IS REALLY DANGEROUS, GETAFIX!

TRUE, BUT THE VILLAGERS ARE FREE TO CHOOSE, ASTERIX! IF THEY'VE DECIDED THEY WANT IMPEDIMENTA AS THEIR CHIEF, WE MUST ACCEPT IT!

MY STRIPES AREN'T THAT WIDE, ANYWAY!

I'M SURE IT WAS ONLY A MINORITY DECISION! WE MUST ORGANIZE A REFERENDUM!
WE'RE GOING TO TAKE A FREE VOTE ON WHETHER IMPEDIMENTA OR VITALSTATIX IS TO BE OUR CHIEF!

OH, WHY MAKE IT SO COMPLICATED WHEN A SIMPLE SHOW OF HANDS WOULD DO?

SHE'S RIGHT! LET'S HAVE A SHOW OF HANDS!

Huh! Why not a show of feet while we're about it?

Oh yes, you'd get a big kick out of that!

Not exactly unanimous, are they?

ALL WHO WANT TO VOTE BY A SHOW OF HANDS SHOW THEIR HANDS!

RIGHT. ALL WHO DON'T WANT TO VOTE BY A SHOW OF HANDS SHOW THEIR HANDS!

ASTERIX, I DON'T QUITE UNDERSTAND THIS SHOW OF HANDS BUSINESS!

I DO! I CALL IT A POOR SHOW, AND I'M THROWING IN MY HAND!

EACH IN TURN, WE SHALL ENTER MY HUT AND PLACE A PEBBLE IN THIS CASK TO INDICATE OUR CHOICE: WHITE PEBBLES FOR IMPEDIMENTA, YELLOW PEBBLES FOR VITALSTATIX.
NOW THEN, MY PROUD LITTLE SAUL, DON'T BE CROSS! I'M SURE WE CAN SETTLE THIS AMICABLY!

YOU LEAVE ME ALONE!

LISTEN, DID YOU EVER THINK OF SETTLING DOWN?

MIND YOUR OWN BUSINESS!

BECAUSE IF SO, I WOULDN'T MIND SETTLING DOWN WITH YOU MYSELF!

WH... WHAT?

WE COULD DO GREAT THINGS TOGETHER! FOR INSTANCE, WE COULD BECOME CHIEFS OF THIS VILLAGE!

OH YES?

SO THAT'S YOUR LITTLE GAME! YOU HAVE DESIGNS ON THE CHIEFTAIN'S SHIELD!!!

WHY, MY PROUD LITTLE SAUL LOOKS EVEN MORE HANDSOME WHEN HE'S ANGRY!

STOP THIS CRAZY TALK, OR I'LL...

SMACK!

TCHAC!

OH, BY ALL THE GODS: WHAT HAVE I DONE? I'VE STRUCK A WOMAN! I CAN'T BELIEVE IT... IT'S NOT LIKE ME AT ALL!

I'M... ER... I'M TERRIBLY SORRY! I DIDN'T MEAN TO...

I DO APOLOGIZE! IT'S THE FIRST TIME I EVER...

IN FUTURE I'M STEERING CLEAR OF UNSCRUPULOUS AND SHAMELESS MIDGETS!
Bravura gave me a black look! This is terrible, Obelix! I struck a woman! That certainly can't be as much fun as thumping a Roman!

I'm so ashamed! Whatever came over me?

Hey... between us, it wouldn't have come over us with the lovely Panacea, eh? Teeeheehee!

Obelix, you're being silly!

Asterix!

See Asterix the Legionary.

Impedimenta has summoned you to appear before the village council this very day to answer charges brought by Bravura!

I've a feeling I shall soon have to leave the village myself!

I will personally undertake your defence against this dangerous and unprincipled new bard! Trust me, Asterix!

Asterix, you have broken our laws by maltreating our guest! You have brought Gaulish gallantry into disrepute! We therefore sentence you to temporary exile from the village, to meditate on the consequences of your action!

Oh, marvellous! So the person who's destroyed the harmony of our village is on the council, while the hero who has done so much to safeguard our liberties is banished! Brilliant!

Who needs heroes? It would be more sensible to extend the hand of friendship to the legions who so generously offer us the benefits of the Pax Romana!

So who needs your advice, you viper? And who needs your cauldron, you decrepit old owl?

Very well! In the circumstances...

I'm leaving the village...!!!
Meanwhile, on the coast near the fortified camp of Aquarium...

Stand by to disembark!

Creecak.

Oh for some nice sea air!

I'll ask you to be patient a little longer. Don't come out before I give the order!

And in the fortified camp of Aquarium...

Sniff! The Gauls have got a forbidding and dangerous weapon...

...Their wretches barb who can only sing so badly...

...That he brings down the curse of the sobs wherever he sings!

Quob erat bemonstran-baa... Tishooo!

It'll be a great relief when the relief gets here!

The relief's here, centurion!

Are... Are you the relief? So to speak! My orders from Caesar are to tell you to leave camp before the relief relieves us?

And suppose I refuse to leave camp before the relief relieves us?

Then you'll be relieved of your duties and go to relieve the monotony of the diet of the lions in the circus!

We're leaving camp!

Meanwhile, in the forest separating the village from the Roman camp...

We're not too badly off here while we wait for our good ladies to see sense!

But we must be on our guard, in case the Romans take their chance to seize the village!

Obelix and I will go and keep watch on them!
RIGHT! DISEMBARK IN AN ORDERLY AND DISCIPLINED MANNER!!!

WHEEEEEE!

I SAID IN AN ORDERLY AND...

...DISCIPLINED MANNER!

HALT!
STOP IT! STOP IT AT ONCE!

I DON'T SEE ANYTHING TO LAUGH ABOUT!

I THOUGHT I TOLD YOU TO LEAVE CAMP, CENTURION!

LISTEN, WHAT EXACTLY IS THE IDEA?

I GOT THE IDEA OF RECRUITING THIS CENTURY OF WOMEN TO CONQUER THE GAULS AND OCCUPY THEIR VILLAGE AT LONG LAST!

YOU THINK YOUR SECRET WEAPON WILL SUCCEED WHERE WE'VE FAILED, DO YOU?

THEIR FAMOUS GAULISH GALLANTRY WILL PREVENT THE INDOMITABLE VILLAGERS FROM FIGHTING WOMEN, EVEN WOMEN IN UNIFORM!

OH NO, YOU WON'T! NOW YOU KNOW THE SECRET YOU'RE ALL CONFINED TO BARRACKS!

QUICK! WE MUST GO AND WARN OUR CHIEF!

ASTERIX, WHAT'S GAULISH GALLANTRY?
HOW'S MY PIGGY-WIGGY, ASTERIX? I DO HOPE HE HASN'T CAUGHT COLD!

IT'S SO DAMP IN THE FOREST AT THIS TIME OF YEAR, TAKE HIM THESE WARM CLOTHES!

AND REMIND HIM THAT IF HE OVEREATS HE'S LIABLE TO GET AN ATTACK OF THE GOUT!

HERE, ASTERIX!

TELL UNHYGIENIX TO WRAP UP WELL! NIGHTS ARE CHILLY IN THE FOREST!

FOR FULLIAUTOMATIX! I KNOW THAT GREAT LOUT... HE CATCHES COLD AT THE DROP OF A HELMET!

FOR GERIATRIX, TO KEEP HIS RHEUMATICS AWAY!

AND THESE TO KEEP HIS HAND IN!

I WANT TO ASK YOU A FAVOUR, ASTERIX!

FOR SOON-AFTERTWARDS… WELLA, ASTERIX, WHAT NEWS HAVE YOU BROUGHT BACK FROM THE VILLAGE?

NOT MUCH NEWS…

BUT NO END OF ADVICE!
THE CENTURY OF WOMEN HAS PITCHED TEMPORARY CAMP NEAR THE FORTIFIED CAMP OF AQUARIUM, IN LINE WITH THE REGULATIONS...

...SLIGHTLY MODIFIED HERE AND THERE! JUSt WHAT IS THIS? THIS PRINT? IT'S A FAST DYE! GUARANTEED NOT TO RUN IN THE WASH!

SOME OF THE DISGUNTLED MEN CONFINE D TO BARRACKS NEXT DOOR TO RELIEVE THEIR FEELINGS ABOUT THEIR RELIEF. IF WOMEN CAN JOIN THE LEGIONS NOW, WHAT USE ARE WE GOING TO BE?

I COULD TELL YOU! I WOULDN'T EVEN MIND BEING A DOMESTIC* OVER IN THAT CAMP!

MEANWHILE...

BRAVA! SHE MUST BE GOING TO THE ROMAN CAMP! LET'S FOLLOW HER DISCREETLY!

HALT, GAUL! YOU'RE A WOMAN TOO! THAT MAKES US SISTERS, SO LET'S SHAKES HANDS, ROMAN!

TCHAC!
What brings you here, Gaulish woman?

I've come to offer peace between Rome and the village of indomitable Gauls, and this is the welcome I get!

That Roman sister isn't very gallant!

You said it!

Teeheehee! So the indomitable Gauls are surrendering! I wouldn't have thought it would be so quick and easy!

It's not the indomitable Gauls surrendering. It's their women who want peace!

Oh yes?

I want no truck with your peace proposals, woman! The village will be destroyed, and its people will end their days in chains in the Tullianum!

*Prison in Rome where Vercingetorix among others was incarcerated.

Smack!

You're nothing but a lot of barbarians!

All of a sudden I like our new bard better!

I want a word with bravura. See you later, Obelix!

Oh? Right!

Congratulations on your courage, bravura!

Huh! Just a set of oafs! They're beneath our contempt!

You know your way round Lutetia, right?

I do. Why do you ask?

Because, this time it's my turn to make you a proposition!

What brings you here, Gaulish woman?
WE'RE AGREED, THEN, BRAVURA?
ABSOLUTELY AGREED, ASTERIX!

DONE IT! I'VE MADE MY PEACE WITH BRAVURA!
TEEHEE! SO I HEAR!

THERE GOES ANOTHER BACHELOR!
IT WAS BOUND TO HAPPEN SOME DAY!

WHAT ARE ALL THESE SNIDE REMARKS IN AID OF?
TEEHEEHEE!

YOU'VE BEEN TELLING THEM A LOAD OF NONSENSE, RIGHT?
WELL... ER... NO!

I MEAN, IT'S NOTHING TO BE ASHAMED OF, ASTERIX...
OH, REALLY! YOU'RE ALL IDIOTS! I'M NOT GOING TO TELL YOU THE PLAN I'VE COOKED UP WITH BRAVURA, SO THERE!

MEANWHILE, IN THE WOMEN LEGIONARIES' CAMP...

WELL, CENTURION, WHAT'S YOUR PLAN FOR OCCUPying THE VILLAGE?
EASY! I BARGE IN AND OCCUPY IT! BUT I'LL SEND A PATROL FIRST, TO BE ON THE SAFE SIDE. YOU NEVER KNOW!

YOU'RE TO GO THROUGH THE FOREST AND APPROACH THE GAULISH VILLAGE. COME BACK AND REPORT ALL YOU SEE.
DISMISS!
IT STARTED WITH A HORRIBLE HOWL...
FOLLOWED BY A DOWNPOUR WHICH BROUGHT OUT SNAKES AND SPIDERS...
AND EVEN WOLVES!
I'M SURE THERE'S A DRAGON IN THAT FOREST!

STOP BEING SUCH DRIPS, WILL YOU?

REGULAR AS CLOCKWORK, AS PATROL FOLLOWS PATROL... DOWNPOUR FOLLOWS DOWNPOUR...

GNAHRAH - AHOOOUUURR - RRHHHHOQQUUYY!

... AND DAY FOLLOWS MISERABLE DAY...
I CAN'T SEE WHY A FEW DROPS OF RAIN AND A HOWL OR SO SHOULD...
NO, WELL, YOU'RE NOT THE ONE FACING THE MUSIC, CLAPHAM-OMNIBUS!

... IN BOTH CAMPS.
THAT WAS THE LAST BOAR IN THE FOREST, AND I CAN'T EVEN COOK IT!

NOW, ASTERIX, ARE YOU GOING TO TELL US WHY THIS SUDDEN ENTHUSIASM FOR CACOFONIX'S SINGING?
IT'S GIVEN ME THE TIME I NEEDED TO SET UP MY PLAN!

BUT WHAT IS THIS PLAN OF YOURS?
YES, WHAT EXACTLY IS IT?
TRUST ME A LITTLE LONGER: ALL I ASK IS FOR YOU TO WAIT FOR ME NEAR THE VILLAGE, KEEPING UNDER COVER, WHATEVER HAPPENS, DON'T INTERVENE!

OBELEX AND I STILL HAVE A FEW THINGS TO DO COMING, OBELEX?
HALT! YOU SHALL NOT PASS, GAULS!!!

BE GALLANT, OBERIX, UNDERSTAND?

TCHAC!

'SCUSE ME, LADY!

IS THIS GALLANT ENOUGH, ASTERIX?

JUST RIGHT, OBERIX!

PUT ME DOWN, WILL YOU?

GRRRR!

WHAT'S ALL THIS, GAULS?

DON'T FORGET, YOUR LAWS FORBID YOU TO FIGHT WOMEN!

PRECISELY! WE WANT TO WELCOME YOU LADIES TO OUR VILLAGE WITH ALL THE RESPECT DUE TO YOU... AND THEN THE SUN WILL SHINE ON YOU!

EVEN IF WE HAVE TO FACE JUPITER'S THUNDERBOLTS, WE WILL CRUSH YOUR VILLAGE!

?! IN THAT CASE...

'SCUSE ME, LADY!

I WANT THEM DEAD OR ALIVE!!!

THIS IS A WALKOVER, OBERIX!

OR EVEN A RUNOVER... AND I NEVER RAN AWAY FROM A ROMAN LEGION BEFORE!
...AND CAESAR WILL ASK ME: 'QUID NOVI, FILI?' AND I'LL SAY: 'VENI, VIDI, VICI!' AND THEN HE'LL MAKE ME A SENATOR!

SHOW THESE GAULISH BARBARIANS THE TRUE STRENGTH OF THE ROMAN LEGIONS: THEIR ABILITY TO FIGHT WITH ORDER AND DISCIPLINE!

WHAT NEWS, SON? I CAME, I SAW, I CONQUERED!

WHEEE

BY JUPITER, THAT I'LL SHOW EM!

WHEEEEEE

WHY THIS SUDDEN SILENCE? I HOPE THE GAULS HAVE BEEN GALLANT?
WELCOME TO OUR GREAT TRADE FORTNIGHT
TOP QUALITY GOODS FROM LUTETIA

COSMETIX
LADIES' HAIRDRESSER

CENTURION! YOU, WOMAN! I ORDER YOU TO...
JUST THE MAN I WANT! I CAN'T DECIDE WHETHER THIS ONE OR...

UN-REPEATABLE PRICES ON ALL FABRICS!

WHEEEEEEEEEEE
WE'RE CONFINED TO BARRACKS!

WHAT'S ENOUGH QUESTIONS. I ORDER YOU TO GO AND OCCUPY THE CAULISH VILLAGE!

CAN'T BE DONE!

WHAT DO YOU MEAN, CAN'T BE DONE?

LOOK HERE, CENTURION! THOSE COWARDLY GAULS HAVE ABANDONED THEIR VILLAGE! IT'S OCCUPIED ONLY BY THEIR WOMENFOLK, LARKING AROUND WITH THOSE... ROMAN MATRONS. THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO WIN GLORY, RICHES AND FORTUNE!

YOU... YOU MEAN IT? THERE'S NO ONE IN THE VILLAGE BUT THE WOMEN?

I SWEAR IT, BY JUPITER!

GET ARMED! GET A MOVE ON. GET TO THE CAULISH VILLAGE!

THEY'RE ALL YOURS, OBELIX!

GOODY, GOODY GOODY!

DON'T TOUCH ME, WHATEVER YOU DO! I AM AN ENVOY OF JULIUS CAESAR AND MAYBE WE COULD DISCUSS THE SITUATION CALMLY LIKE THE CIVILIZED TOWN WE ARE WITH A VIEW TO...
Good old Obelix! He was feeling rather left out of this adventure! I owed him some fun!

I feel a little rusty! It must be all that rain-making of our bard's!

And we'll soon be rusticated!

You know, Obelix, I'd have expected you to flatten this Roman camp completely!

What Roman camp?

Broooommmmmmmmmmmmmcraaa...aaahh...

Broom...tishoo!
I'm sorry, Cacofonix, but your voice might curdle the magic potion!

Glug! Glug!

Huh!

Villagers! Proud and noble warriors! Once again we find ourselves obliged to confront our mortal enemy! The anxious gaze of the Free and Ancient World is turned upon your powerful breasts, ready to fend off the hegemony of a dictatorship which will go so far as to attack women...

...and children!

The good potion guide should give today's brew several stars!

Yes, and the Romans will soon be seeing plenty!

Caesar will be furious, that's for sure! Luckily I can still call on the other fortified Roman camp!

And in the camp of Totorum...

Yef, please! With a straw if possible?

Well, well! So the cowardly Gauls have abandoned their village, leaving only women and children to guard it!

Juft ap! I paid, Centurion! Slap!

Raise the alarm! The Gauls are attacking!!!

Charge, boys!

Leave them to me!

Don't be selfish, Obelix!
I feel my morale rising, Asterix! You see, it didn't take much!

Going to be okay, Fenturion? Yef, but only with a Ftraw!

In both the camp of laudanum...

Raise the alarm! The Gauls are...

Puff! Puff! If this goes on I'm dropping out! Puff! Gasp!

...and the camp of compendium, the Gaulish attack takes the Romans entirely by surprise!

In my view the Gauls took us entirely by surprise, Centurion!

Idiot! I need a pick-me-up... with a Ftraw!
Meanwhile, at the village gates...

When I get back to Rome I’m opening a shop called High Fashion of Lutetia! They’ll be green with envy in the Forum!

I’m going to book time in the arena for fashion shows in the intervals of gladiatorial contests! It will be brilliant!

Thank you again for your kind hospitality!

Oh, don’t mention it! It was nothing!

Now I’m alone at last I can polish up my poetical onomatopoeical work!

BOING! BOING!

CRASH!

HA AAAAYUUUU!

I knew there was a dragon in there somewhere!

Hey! Don’t be beastly! Wait for me!
NO HARD FEELINGS, BRAVURA!

NO HARD FEELINGS, ASTERIX!

ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS WELL. A CERTAIN CHEERFULNESS EVEN SEEMS TO HAVE CREST INTO ROME... OR MOST OF IT!

HA! HA! HA! HEE! HEE! NEE! NEE! HEE! NEE! HEE! NEE! HEE! HEE!

HA! HA! HA! HO! HO! HO!


HA! HA! HA!

AND FINALLY, IN HAPPY CELEBRATION OF THE RETURN OF DOMESTIC PEACE AND GENERAL GOODWILL, THE TRADITIONAL BANQUET IS HELD IN THE MIDDLE OF THE VILLAGE, BRAVURA AND ALL THE GAULISH WOMEN ARE GUESTS OF HONOUR, EVEN CACOFONIX IS INVITED... ON CERTAIN CONDITIONS.

DO YOU LIKE IT IN OUR VILLAGE, BRAVURA?

YES, BUT I MUST GET BACK TO LUTETIA SOON! AND BY WAY OF APOLOGY I'VE PROMISED TO TAKE YOUR BARB BACK WITH ME AND INTRODUCE HIM TO ZIEGFELDFOLIX, THE GREAT LUTETIAN IMPERARIO!

I JUST CAN'T WAIT TO BE SROWN UP AND HAVE FUN!

ME TOO! THEN I'LL BE YOUR CHIEF!

The End
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